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CLASS

A TOUCH
OF
The sale of Mike
Spink’s newly
refurbished Carlton
Gardens property
earlier this year
garnered considerable
press attention,
understandably.

Spink’s exceptional vision for
contemporary refurbishment of
period properties is legendary.
And the reported £95m that
American billionaire Ken Griffin paid
to acquire it is an extraordinary
sum. But the sale is also emblematic
of a wider ongoing trend we’re
seeing in the UK prime property
market – appetite for British
heritage is growing.

Much like gold or fine wine, a finite
supply means period properties hold
their value particularly well. The
flipside is they don’t come around
that often. So if you’re shopping for
best-in-class, it pays to know what
you’re doing. That's especially true
for renovation projects. While they
can generate princely returns, costs
will quickly spiral out of control
in the wrong hands. Impartial
specialist advice is essential. But
with the right team on your side,
investing well in period property
can yield market-beating returns.
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WHAT TO

LOOK FOR

Regardless of the
period, there are
some generic features
a property needs to
have to be considered
best-in-class.

IN TOWN

Flats

Best-in-class stock could be either
a duplex, split across the ground
and first floors, or a lateral flat
found on either of these principle
floors. That’s because most
of these properties were once
houses. The lower floors served
as the main entertaining spaces,
so tend to have the lion’s share of
premium features.

High ceilings with
ornate cornicing

Access to the
garden(s)

Large period
windows, making
the most of the
natural light

Resplendent
period fireplace
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Townhouses

Because London is such a built-up
area, very few townhouses boast
a lateral layout. These sorts of
rarities are what sets best-in-class
properties apart from the rest.

Appropriately sized
plot or garden

Off-street parking
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Access to south or
west facing garden

1:200

Sufficiently far
away from busy
roads, quiet and
family friendly
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IN THE COUNTRY

COUNTRY HOUSES

Just like in town,
south or west facing
properties are most
in demand. But only
those which offer
panoramic views of the
English countryside
can command the
very highest prices.

Large period
windows, making
the most of the
natural light

Ring-fenced gardens
with unbroken views of
surrounding countryside

Impressive ceiling heights (with
volume often preferred over size)

On the edge
of a prime
village
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WHERE TO
IN TOWN

Period properties
can be found in all
sorts of locations, in
town and country.

LOOK

But depending on the area, there will be a
specific set of characteristics – rarely seen
together – that are particularly desirable.
And it's that rarity that lifts a property
into the bracket of best-in-class.

Popular with families, the best
properties are found on the
Ladbroke Estate, offering direct
access to communal gardens.

Marylebone
Marylebone

Notting
Hill

Mayfair

South
Kensington

In this crowded urban
area where natural light is
scarce, south or west facing
properties within walking
distance of the high street
are particularly sought after.

Mayfair

Famous among wealthy
foreign buyers, so prestige
is key. Look for Grosvenor
Square properties with ‘white
glove’ service (concierge etc.).

Chelsea

With notoriously poor transport
links in the area, some of the
best properties are found on St.
Leonard’s Terrace and Durham
Place – overlooking Burton
Court and just a short walk
from Sloane Square tube station.

Chelsea
Fulham

Notting Hill

Fulham

The historic ‘Lion houses’ on the
Peterborough Estate are the most
prestigious family homes in Fulham,
falling within the catchment zone of
the Lycée school and a stone’s throw
from the Hurlingham Club.

South Kensington

Another area popular with families.
The best investments will be found
on the exceptionally well maintained
Wellcome Trust Estate and will have
direct access to beautiful communal
gardens, and preferably tennis courts.
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IN THE COUNTRY

North Cotswolds

Daylesford Farm and Soho
Farmhouse have transformed this
market in recent years. As a result,
West London weekenders flock to
this cosmopolitan bit of the English
countryside. It’s easy to be seduced
by Kingham or The Tews, but their
quieter neighbours are where the
smartest picks are found.

The
Cotswolds

The Chilterns

The railway has dramatically
changed sentiments towards this
area, with buyers avoiding the blight
of HS2 in favour of the convenience
of the new Crossrail Line. The
towns of Marlow and Henley are
most desirable and the very best
properties are to be found on the
West side of the Hambleden Valley.
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" The railway
effect has
totally
transformed
sentiment
in the area"

Glorious rolling countryside
close enough to be realistic for
weekend visits, but far enough out
to discourage London commuters.
The village of Lurgashall is one
we monitor closely for acquisition
opportunities. With its popular pub,
village shop, and cricket pitch, the best
properties here are like hen’s teeth.

ins

The
Chilterns

The South Downs

The
South
Downs
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CAVEAT EMPTOR:

THE DEVIL IS

IN THE

Period properties are
full of character and
charm, but they’re often
compromised as a result.

DETAIL

Conversions will often have oddly
shaped or uneven sized rooms, as
they were designed as houses and
not flats. These properties can also
be heavily listed or burdened by
planning restrictions. And because of
the materials and skill required, the
cost of refurbishing period homes to
their former glory can quickly see
you spending bad money after good.
Understanding the different options,
and their associated benefits and
drawbacks, is crucial to investing well.

THREE WAYS TO INVEST IN PERIOD PROPERTY

1.

Buy
something
in need of
refurbishment

2.

Buy something
that’s been
recently
refurbished

3.

Buy newbuild behind
a period
façade
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1.

IN NEED OF
REFURBISHMENT
Upsides

• Potential for significant
uplift
• Possible to improve/
optimize use of space

• Can be tailored to your
precise requirements

Downsides

• Long lead time and
associated holding costs
due to required licences,
planning etc.

• Highly susceptible to budget
overrunning
• Huge amount of effort to
project manage effectively

Watchouts

• Detailed survey is a must:
old properties come with all
sorts of risks
• Beware of overdeveloping:
you can easily overspend
using specialist contractors
and expensive materials

2.

RECENTLY
REFURBISHED
Upsides

• No lead time so you can
move in straight away
• Virtually hassle-free

Downsides

• Non-bespoke to
your requirements

• Risk that the seller has
compromised quality of finish
• Often offered at
considerable premiums

Watchouts

• Check all the relevant
planning consents, licenses,
sign-offs etc. are in place
• Ensure all period features
are present and correct –
working fireplaces of the
correct era etc.

• Check the quality of finishes
up are to standard – plastic
plug sockets and light
switches are often a good
sign that corners have been
cut as the money ran out

3.

NEW BUILD BEHIND
A PERIOD FAÇADE
Upsides

• Protected by new-build
guarantees and warranties
(e.g. NHBC)

• Often have modern facilities
and typical new-build
benefits like a porter, gym,
underground parking etc.

• You get the best of both
worlds: the ease of living
in a new-build but with the
grandeur and curb appeal only
a period property can deliver

Downsides

• Internal finishes can end up
looking dated very quickly

• Buyers typically end up paying
a premium price – we’ve seen
these types of properties sell
for up to 30% more than
equivalent second-hand stock
• Unless off-street parking is
contained within the site,
parking is likely to be an issue
as new parking permits are
not issued for new-builds

Watchouts

• Service charges can often
be astronomical

• Check the quality of finish
is up to standard and you
have spent time creating a
detailed snagging list

• Check the M&E is working
to the specification laid out
in the sales brochure
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STERLING
ADVICE
Know your ceiling

Period property that’s truly best-in-class
is hard to come by. That’s why last year,
42% of our acquisitions were made off
market. However, while this gets you
first refusal, it also leaves little room
for error on price. Even best-in-class
properties can be overpriced. In those
situations a better strategy is to hold
off, let it come to market, and allow
the price to soften before making your
offer. Knowing the ceiling of an asset is
just as important as knowing where to
look for it…

Know your vendor

It pays to know who you’re buying from
and why they’re selling. Developers,
while proficient, prioritise margin. Look
at their track record. Ask them to show
you similar properties in their portfolio
and see for yourself if they’ve stood the
test of time. If they won’t show you any
– steer well clear. Owner-occupiers, on
the other hand, are more likely to have
spent generously on refurbishment, but
will be sentimental about value.

Avoid being anchored

Don’t let the asking price influence
your decision about what a property is
truly worth. Particularly when buying
from an owner-occupier. Their value
assessment will likely be influenced by
heart as much as head. Besides, in our
experience, it’s not always the highest
bidder that wins the day. There are a
number of different methods you can
employ to tip the scales in your favour.

Do your due diligence

For new-builds, a good snag check
is essential. Look under the skin to
ensure the building materials are
good quality and ensure you get
a full M&E Survey. For secondhand, check for historic issues like
subsisdence and woodworm. It’s
also critical you ensure appropriate
consents (planning, listed building
consent etc.) are all in place.

Be realistic

There is value to be had in
refurbishing underdeveloped
assets, but be realistic about how
much value you’ll create and how
much time and effort it will take
you. Some projects offer very slim
returns for a lot of effort. You have
to ask yourself whether it’s worth it.

Employ the right
professional team

The hallmarks that give period
properties their effortless character
and charm come with their own
unique set of complications. If not
managed correctly, the costs can
quickly spiral out of control. Not
only is choosing the right team
important, it’s absolutely key that
they have the right experience.
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STERLING

PRIVATE OFFICE

The Premier in Prime

Jonathan
Mount

Sam
McArdle

Rachel
Thompson

Nick
Mead

Jonathan, Sam, Rachel, and Nick
worked together in the acquisition
arm of Knight Frank for the best
part of 10 years before establishing
Sterling Private Office: a full-service
advisory firm offering first-rate
representation to those invested
in the UK prime property market.
With 50 years’ combined experience
across UK prime residential
property markets, the team offer a
truly bespoke and specialist service
ranging from acquisitions and
development consultancy to fully
managed sales and lettings.
info@sterlingprivate.com

www.sterlingprivateoffice.com
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